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who we are
Account(ability) for all in 3PL industry

Through strategic partnerships and tech-

enabled assets, FreightHub powers

specialized organizations to complete the

entire 3PL chain. From a regional location

of Miami, Florida, FreightHub taps into

multiple sites throughout the U.s. to

provide the best ROI on your 3PL need(s).

THE NURTURING SOUTH FLORIDA AREA HAS ALLOWED US 

TO FULLY REALIZE & DEVELOP OUR BUSINESS 
PHILOSOPHY 

- DELIVER CUSTOMER DRIVEN RESULTS ACROSS MULTIPLE 

MODES OF  DOMESTIC TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, AT THE 

HIGHEST LEVEL OF CUSTOMER SATISFACTION, 24-7, WITH 

NO EXCUSES

SINCE OUR INCEPTION, THE ORGANIZATION MAINTAINS 

CAPABILITIES TO CONTINUE TO GROW WITH 

SCALE,FURTHER PASSING UNIQUE ROI-FOCUSED 

SERVICES TO THE 3PL INDUSTRY



(Ranked) lae
team structure

our
employees

Each logistics

account executive is

responsible for

managing and

overseeing the

freight movement

process the tendering

of the load through

delivery.

24/7 staff
availability

LOGISTICS
ACCOUNT

EXECUTIVE

CUSTOMER
ACCOUNT

SPECIALIST

LOGISTICS
ACCOUNT

EXECUTIVE
TRAINEE (LAET)

LOGISTICS SALES
SUPPORT (NIGHT

DISPATCH)

* Scale based

on business

needs with no

extra cost to

the customer

Logistics
Coordinator

Sales
Assistant

tertiary
Level(s) of
support

Smart(er)
communication
is everything



We are the company you count on to find the

best options for your final mile deliveries &

EVENT LOGIstics.

 

What we do

Our staff are able to adapt to changes as

quickly and effectively as our 3PL

services. By training and orienting staff

to meet specific points along the 3PL chain,

they are able to provide real-time insights

and services for:

We have extensive experience handling

both high volume and niche shipping needs.

optimized less than truckload deliveries

data-driven event logistics > storage,

delivery, setup & analysis

last mile / final touch services

small parcel shipments

Cross-connected warehousing options



local deliveries for both

small and large cargo. no

matter how delicate or large

of a project, our team can

adapt to meet your 3pl needs. 

last-mile deliveries & Event Logistics

services
(on-demand)

Innovative software, such as truckhub, powers both our team and

customers with transparency across the entire process. GPS live tracking,

real-time updates and data-driven insights provide cost-effective and

eco-friendly operations.

Event logistics optimized with

secure warehousing options,

reliable transportation and

quality control focused

assembly and setup. our team

can help you across your

project. 



1
point

of

contact

Ethical and professional behavior is the bedrock

of our company. We treat all of our customers

equally and politely; the demands of the industry

do not dictate the professional relationships we

create.

 

Each member of our team is cross-trained with a

specific focus safety and responsiveness.

Empowering them with technology for faster and

easier workflows and providing annual training

seminars. With dedicated departments, employees

undergo training related to their unique

operational needs as well as general practices,

ensuing our clients have a consistent a-rated

experience across the board.

execution

flexible team structure

business model
(responsive)

75% of employees
are 3pl account
executives 850+

hours of
dedicated 
3pl training



where we are
core
headquarters

The nurturing South

Florida area has

allowed our

capabilities to grow

with scale, further

passing unique ROI-

focused services to

the 3PL industry. 

From a regional

location of Miami,

Florida, FreightHub

taps into multiple

sites throughout the

United States. With

unique staff trained

for the unique aspects

of the 3PL chain-

WHSEHub, DRAYHub,

HazmatHub, &

FTLHub.



Re-inventing local
transportation &

logistics with tech-
enabled transparency

REAL-TIME QUOTE > GOLTLHUB.IO

http://goltlhub.io/
http://goltlhub.io/


Move more freight, reduce

risk, streamline operations

and increase profits. The

RIMIS suite of products for

transportation brokers and

the transportation industry

allows users to on-board

carriers faster, easily

manage the compliance of

thousands of carriers, get

help with the administrative

burden of dealing with

carriers, insurance agents,

documents and more.

RMIS

ONBOARDING

CarrieR rate 2.0 supports

how a shipper works day-

to-day. Encounter a system

that conforms to your

specific duties and

responsibilities. Exclusive

features like real-time

reporting, 30 day trailing

spend, audit exceptions,

cost/pound, cost/mile, and

carrier ranking allow for

unique insights. To learn

more about our technology,

call us today. One of our

tech-enabled staff

members will assist. 

CARRIER RATE 2.0

Available loads

Submit manual or automated

check calls

View payment information

Capture and send documents

Available to customer(s)

with a fleet of their own

to coordinate backhauls &

reduce costs.

One source for multi-

functionality

Ease-of-use & hassle-free

Responsive & fast

CARRIER

DASHBOARD

the power to

automatically

streamline load

tendering and invoicing

Increase speed of

transaction s & requests

Decreasing odds of

human data entry error,

ie fatigue

The reliability and

speed of digital

interfacing

EDI

(tech)
enhanced

operations

FreightHub brings innovative

software to the industry to

help bring transparency to

container drayage, less than

truckload and nationwide

transportation. Cloud and

dedicated mobile applications 

allow for dispatchers,

drivers and shippers to easily

locate, track and analyze

their 3pl data. Learn more

about Truckhub at

mytruckhub.com.

http://www.mytruckhub.com/


Proof of business model

customer testimonials

“I use LTLHub as often as I can. I have an amazing rep who always takes the time to answer my calls or emails. Thanks

for the great service.” –LTLHub Customer Survey

“All I can say is that Christian and his team are doing a great job – 110%. I’d recommend LTLHub over any other LTL

company- keep up the good work.” –Frank, posted on LTLHub Facebook page

“When I started here a couple of years ago we were using [a competitor] for a large portion of our shipping. They were

not reliable and when there was an issue I would have to talk to up to four people to get an answer. When we switched

to LTLHub it was night and day. Your account reps are on top of things. I am looking forward to the busy season and

feel a lot less stressed knowing that LTLHub will be a part of it.” – LTLHub Customer Email

Carrier testimonials

“Since we started, the entire team have been able to count on LTLHub for access to local deliveries  in all areas of the

country, Communication is excellent- my emails are responded to as fast as I send them! I have worked with LTLHub a

lot and I can’t remember one time that I have been put off, snubbed or talked down to by anyone at any time LTLHub

employs knowledgeable and friendly staff.

“Special shoutout to all the dispatchers at the Hub!. They are some of the most enjoyable people to work with in this

industry; they helped me save money along my routes and provided specific insights!.



(CONTI.) DATA-
DRIVEN RESULTS

DELIVERABLES DELIVERIED. 

DATA PROVEN METHOLOGY

Day or night, our team can meet your

on-demand LTL Needs and through the

use of responsive, independent

technology, the metrics confirm our

efforts. By tapping into TruckHub,

container drayage, less than truckload

(LTL) and last mile deliveries are

tracked, confirming the extra hours

our detail-oriented staff take to

ensure each item is ready and safe to

move along the 3PL network. 

provides transparency for

users, shippers, and dispatchers,

allowing for accountability & data

driven analytics. Power your team with

knowledge for granular steps within

the 3PL industry- transportation,

warehousing, hazmat and value-added

services



(CERTIFIED)
3PL NETWORK

STRATEGIC 3PL PARTNERS

& ORGANIZATIONS

blue book
4

Licencies:

MC, DOT, & tsa Approved

Uiia Scac code & fmcsa

Validated

5a2

duns # 79-145-9410

dun & bradstreet



let's talk

Email

info@goLTLhub.com

Telephone

1.888.219. 5444 

President

Address

3300 NW 110 Street 
Miami FL 33167

3300 NW 110 Street Miami FL 33167




